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Flour Power
A band of Carbondale bakers aims
to rebuild the local grain economy
by Nelson Harvey

J

im Nieslanik squints as he leans in to read the pencil marks
scratched onto the side of his steel grain bin, mysterious
columns of three-digit numbers stacked long ago in some
act of hasty arithmetic. He can’t remember how they got there; it
must have been before his time.
“Somebody was probably selling some grain right out of these
bins, and just weighing it out and adding it up on the spot,” he
says.
There are five of them: large steel domed silos perched at
the edge of a Spring Valley meadow with a stunning view of
Mt. Sopris. Each stores about 1,000 bushels of wheat—60,000
pounds—and each is faintly emblazoned with the ancient logo of
the Carnegie Steel Corp.
Nieslanik, 75, figures that his father must have bought the
bins sometime in the 1940s, back before wheat prices collapsed
during a post–World War II spree of overproduction. In those
days, he says, several local farmers made a decent living growing
grain.
“There used to be a couple of farmers around here growing a
couple of hundred acres each,” Nieslanik recalls, pointing down
to a vast and vacant field below his own. “But by the mid-1960s
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and the ’70s, wheat prices
were low, some farmers got a
great crop and there was too
much wheat on the market,
so prices fell even more.”
The Roaring Fork Valley’s wheat
industry began to fade after that, as thousands of acres formerly
planted in grain were converted into pastures for hobby horses or
homes for the Valley’s growing commuter class. What agricultural
land remains between Aspen and Glenwood Springs is now mostly
grazed by beef cattle, or used to grow their hay.
Yet in the coming years, that could begin to change. A group
of Valley bakers hungry to work with local wheat has recently
been urging several area farmers to revive part of the Valley’s oncevibrant local grain economy in the service of bread production.
“We are surrounded by people who either grow high-quality
organic wheat or want to, and we want to be the spark for that,” says
Tom Passavant, president of Slow Food Roaring Fork. Passavant
is also one of several dozen local bread lovers who bake regularly
at the Carbondale Community Oven, an outdoor, wood-fired
hearth at Carbondale’s Third Street Center.

By sourcing small quantities of wheat from Nieslanik and
his brother John, and by encouraging other area farmers to grow
more next season, these bakers have achieved a loaf of bread whose
ingredients—water, flour and wild yeast—are almost entirely locally
sourced.
“We can now create a loaf that is 100 percent local except for
the salt,” says Linda Romero Criswell, a Carbondale resident and
baker who led the campaign to construct the community oven.
And Passavant says he’s working on the salt problem, searching for
sources of the seasoning near Utah’s Great Salt Lake.

Clockwise beginning at top left: Whole wheat berries ready
for milling; Linda Romero Criswell, Larry Tallmadge
and Tom Passavant; Mt. Sopris towers over this
wheat storage silo on Jim Nieslanik’s ranch; The
doors of the Carbondale Community Oven display
the engraving, “The flavor of bread shared has no
equal”; Jim Nieslanik with a bucketful of wheat
berries; Ground wheat flour after processing in the

Photographs: Top right and bottom middle, Nelson Harvey; bottom right, courtesy of the Carbondale Community Oven

newly purchased mill in Carbondale.
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heat’s decline in the Roaring Fork Valley had little to do
with how well the crop grows here. Wheat is reasonably
tolerant of drought and frost, although Nieslanik says that if a
hard frost hits while the seed heads are forming it will certainly
damage his yields.
“When that happens, the seed heads will just end up empty,”
he says.
Nieslanik grows both hard red winter and hard red spring
wheat on about 45 acres of leased pasture below his ranch. Both
types are ideally suited for baking bread, while softer wheat is
often used for other baked goods like cakes, scones and croissants.
Hard winter wheat is also well adapted to the Rocky Mountain
climate. It’s planted in early October and harvested the following
summer, meaning the stalks are well established when the spring
rains arrive, and they get a final boost of pre-harvest growth from
the summer monsoons in July.
Wheat might seem like a natural fit for the central Rockies,
but there’s a catch: Nieslanik hasn’t milled his wheat locally in
more than 50 years. The disappearance of local infrastructure
for cleaning and milling grain mirrored the decline of wheat’s
prevalence as a cash crop, and today Nieslanik’s wheat is shipped
on semi trucks to a large industrial mill on the Front Range.
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Sitting on the tailgate of his truck and running his hands
through a bucketful of wheat berries, Nieslanik recalls making
annual childhood trips with his parents to the Glenwood Springs
Flouring Mill. “They cleaned your wheat and milled it for you,
and you had your flour for the year,” he says. “I was probably in
grade school when that mill was open, and by the time I was in
high school they were out of business, so I’m going to say they
closed in the late ’40s.”
It wasn’t just the shuttering of small and midsized farms that
drove the disappearance of regional grain mills across the county.
The rise of white flour also played a part, as Michael Pollan notes
in his 2013 book Cooked: a Natural History of Transformation.
During milling, white flour is stripped of the germ and bran that
give wheat berries so much of their flavor and nutrition, and it’s
also emptied of the enzymes and oils that make whole wheat a
perishable commodity.
That leaves the white stuff quite “nutritionally vacuous,” as
Pollan puts it, but it also means white flour has a vastly longer shelf
life than its grainy counterpart. Thus, centralized mills can process
large quantities of white flour and ship them far and wide, with
little fear that they will soon spoil on pantry shelves.
The problem, of course, is that Carbondale’s local bakers care
little for the empty calories and durability of store-bought white
flour. They want freshness, flavor and nutrition, and recently they
opted to take milling into their own hands.

O

n a cold, bright day last fall, Larry Tallmadge wheeled a
grain mill out of his garage on a quiet residential street in
Carbondale as several curious bakers looked on. It was a small
machine, with a plastic hopper that held about 10 pounds of
wheat. Tallmadge flipped a switch on the mill’s side and it sprang
to life, emitting a buzz like a band saw as its vertically mounted
stone grinding wheels began to whir.
Tallmadge tipped a bag of Jim Nieslanik’s red winter wheat
into the hopper and started pouring. Immediately a fresh, nutty
aroma filled the air, and the bowl below the mill’s grindstones
filled with fine yellow flour. Tallmadge fiddled with the knobs
controlling the grain’s feed rate and the distance between the
stones. Neither of those, it seemed, was marked with numbers—
both were adjustable only by feel.
Aside from allowing them to use local wheat without relying
on a commercial milling operation, the mill also gives the bakers
total control over their bread by permitting them to customize the
texture of their flour to fit a range of baking techniques. Criswell,
for instance, favors simple, primitive whole-wheat breads made
with wild yeast, while Passavant pays homage to his Italian heritage
by baking with semolina flour and making plenty of pizza dough.
To be sure, there’s a learning curve to baking with new
varieties of local wheat. Every strain of wheat contains a distinct

concentration of gluten, the elastic compound that gives bread
dough its ability to rise, and no two flours are alike in their capacity
to absorb the water mixed in to make dough. What’s more, the same
enzymes and oils that make whole-wheat flour more nutritious
than white flour also make its fermentation tougher to control.
Faced with all those variables, the Carbondale Community
Oven bakers spent this past fall milling and testing the wheat they
received from Jim Nieslanik and other farmers.
“We’ve only begun to play with the mill, delivered last week!”
wrote Criswell in a recent email. “Experiment is our middle name,
and that’s what we’re doing this month.”
If more people take a cue from the Carbondale bakers and start
demanding local grains, there could come a day when their garagedoor milling techniques are rendered obsolete by the resurgence of
a larger commercial mill. Near Steamboat, the owners of the long
defunct Hayden Granary are seeking seed money to transform
the hulking facility—which hasn’t operated since 1988—into a
working mill, restaurant and community center, among other uses.
Michael Thompson, a Basalt architect who bakes with the
Carbondale crew, attended a meeting at the Granary last summer
at which several Steamboat-area farmers voiced the need for a local
milling facility that could process heirloom grains.
“They want to choose what they’re gonna grow,” Thompson
explains, noting that the large commercial mills in the Denver area
dictate to farmers the few varieties of wheat that they’ll accept. “A
lot of people are asking these farmers for heirloom grains, and there
are a lot of cool heirloom grains that we would love to bake with.”
In the meantime, the Carbondale bakers’ decision to purchase
a mill of their own has already grown the market for local grain in
the Roaring Fork Valley.

O

n a Saturday morning just before Halloween, Jim Roark
of Mesa Forge & Farm in Silt is at the Glenwood Springs
Farmers’ Market, selling pumpkins. But on a small plastic case on
his front table, Roark has also stacked small bags of red spring
wheat he’d grown as an experiment over the summer. The bags have
been selling pretty well, he says, mostly to local bakers or curious
customers who took his advice on how to make the stuff into a
breakfast cereal.
“With this wheat, if you grind it real coarsely, you can make a
cracked-wheat porridge,” he says. “I like to add a little bit of milk,
a bit of honey.”
A passing customer asks Roark how much a bag of wheat costs.
“Dollar and a quarter,” he responds quickly. Sampling the stuff was
hardly a high-risk proposition, and Roark says if it caught on he’d
grow more next year.
“Certainly, if this thing with the bakers comes to fruition in
Carbondale, then I’ll grow more and sell it to them,” he says.
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